Bring Your Brand to Life

OPEN

1. Undo all the pegs and guide ropes, then lower the legs by pulling
out the ring on the attachment at the bottom of the gazebo legs. 2
people should lower two legs at a time in one sychronized motion.

1. Place the Industrial Gazebo on
a level surface, open slightly, then
put on the canopy (leave it loose,
and do not place over the corners
at this stage.)
2. Two people should stand at opposite sides of the Gazebo. Each person should then pull
their side of the Gazebo so the joints slide up the corner poles. When the corner joints are
nearly at the top, they will need to clicked one by one into place. Then place the corners of
the canopy over each edge and fully attach all the Velcro straps to fully secure the canopy.

3. To raise the height of the gazebo, pull the rings on the
attachment at the bottom of the Gazebo legs (this will unlock
the legs and allow them to be raised) Two people should
raise one side at a time in a synchronized motion. Repeat this
process until the gazebo is at your desired height.
4. There are 5 height
positions to choose
from, please make
sure they are all
clicked on the same
setting.

Close
2. Once the legs are lowered lift the canopy from the edges of the
Gazebo. Then Pull the ring and release each corner piece and slide
each one down easing them down. Two people should stand at
opposite ends and walk towards each other allowing the gazebo to fold
into its compacted position.

3. Open the carry bag and insert over the Gazebo,
for ease of transporation and neat storage.

5. Ensure that the
Gazebo is securely
pegged and tied
down (using the
guide ropes and
pegs provide.)

WARNING: DO NOT LEAVE ERECTED IN ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS. DO NOT LEAVE UNATTENDED. DO NOT USE UNDUE FORCE DURING ERECTION OR DISMANTLING.
DO NOT LIGHT FIRES OR BARBECUES UNDER THE STRUCTURE. ALWAYS MAKE SURE THE STRUCTURE IS SECURELY ANCHORED.
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